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Numerical analysis of radio-frequency single-electron transistor operation

Valentin O. Turin and Alexander N. Korotkov
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of California, Riverside, California 92521-0204, USA

~Received 11 August 2003; published 21 May 2004!

We have analyzed numerically the response and noise-limited charge sensitivity of a radio-frequency single-
electron transistor~RF-SET! in a nonsuperconducting state using the orthodox theory. In particular, we have
studied the performance dependence on the quality factorQ of the tank circuit forQ both below and above the
value corresponding to the impedance matching between the coaxial cable and SET.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An important drawback of the conventional singl
electron transistor1,2 ~SET! is its relatively large output resis
tance which should be much larger than the quantum re
tance RQ5h/4e2.6.5 kV. This limits the operation
frequency of the prospective integrated single-elect
circuits3,4 and imposes a severe frequency limitation for
dividual SET’s used nowadays as electrometers. Estima
the total capacitance of a wire delivering SET signal from
cryostat to outside electronics as 1 nF, we get the time c
stant on the order of 1 nF3105V51024 s; therefore the op-
erating frequency is limited to few kilohertzs, which is
typical value achievable by conventional SET setups.5 While
the operating frequency can be significantly increased
placing a preamplifier in a close vicinity of the SET,6,7 a
more popular solution of the problem is the use of the rad
frequency SET~Ref. 8! ~RF-SET! which in many instances
has already replaced the traditional SET setup.

The principle of the RF-SET operation is somewhat sim
lar to the operation of the radio-frequency superconduc
quantum interference device9 and is based on the microwav
reflection8,10–22from a tank (LC) circuit containing the SET
~Fig. 1!; another possibility is to use the transmitte
wave.23,24 The SET input signal~which is being measured!
changes the effective SET resistance and affects the inte
and the phase of the reflected~or transmitted! wave that is
later sensed by either homodyne detection or simple rec
cation ~to separate incoming and reflected waves a dir
tional coupler can be used!. The high operation frequency o
the RF-SET is due to the signal propagation by the mic
wave, so that the SET does not need to charge the w
output wire, while the tank circuit tuned in resonance wo
as an impedance transformer providing a better matching
tween the effective SET differential resistanceRd
(;105V) and the microwave cable wave impedanceR0
~typically 50 V).

For a good matching the ‘‘unloaded’’ quality factorQ
[A(LT /CT)/R0 of the tank circuit consisting of inductanc
LT and capacitanceCT should be comparable toARd /R0
;50. While a much lower value,Q56, was used in the firs
experiment,8 the values close to the matching conditio
~sometimes even higher! are typically used at present. In
crease of theQ factor obviously decreases the RF-SET ban
width limited by ;v/2QL wherev'1/ALTCT is the ‘‘car-
0163-1829/2004/69~19!/195310~13!/$22.50 69 1953
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rier’’ microwave frequency andQL is the ‘‘loaded’’ quality
factor, which also takes into account the effect of the S
~see below!. The straightforward design8 shown in Fig. 1 can
be somewhat modified to reduce the bandwidth further fo
dense multiplexing;14 however, in this paper we will conside
only the original design.

The RF-SET bandwidth as wide as 100 MHz has be
demonstrated8 using a relatively high carrier frequenc
v/2p51.7 GHz and relatively lowQ factor Q56. How-
ever, to improve experimental RF-SET sensitivity, it happe
to be advantageous to reduce the carrier frequency by
times ~to reduce the noise contribution from the amplifie!
and also increaseQ ~closer to the impedance matching r
gime!, so that a practical bandwidth at present is about
MHz ~for example, the bandwidth of 7 MHz for the carrie
frequency of 332 MHz has been reported in Ref. 12!.

The high operation frequency of the RF-SET makes
easily possible to avoid the 1/f noise limitation of the SET
sensitivity which is typically dominant at frequenciesf
&104 Hz, and to work in the region of the shot-noise limite
sensitivity.25,26 Though experimentally the contribution from
the amplifier noise is still comparable or larger than the S
noise, a relatively rapid improvement of the RF-SET cha
sensitivity from 1.231025e/AHz at 1.1 MHz in the first
experiment8 to the value 3.231026e/AHz (4.8\ in energy
units! at 2 MHz reported in Ref. 12 assures us that the p
shot-noise limit will be achieved pretty soon.@These values
are to be compared with the sensitivity 231025e/AHz at 4.4
kHz of a purely conventional SET reported in Ref. 5, t
value 831026e/AHz at 10 Hz for the ‘‘stacked’’ SET,27 and

FIG. 1. Schematic of the RF-SET. The currentI (t) through the
SET ~two tunnel junctions with capacitancesC1 j and C2 j ) affects
the quality factor of the tank circuit (LT andCT) and therefore the
amplitude and phase of the reflected rf wave propagating al
coaxial cable (R0). The change of the source chargeqS changes the
effective SET background chargeq0 and can be monitored via mea
surement of the reflected rf wave.
©2004 The American Physical Society10-1
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the sensitivity 631026e/AHz at 45 Hz for the SET made o
carbon nanotubes.28#

One of important potential applications of the RF-SET
for the readout of the charge qubits in a solid-state quan
computer.11,16–21,29 The possibility of a single-shot qub
measurement requires fast enough distinguishing betw
two charge states to avoid significant qubit evolution dur
measurement. This requires sufficiently wide RF-SET ba
width and most importantly good enough charge sensitiv
The estimates11 show that the single-shot qubit measurem
is almost within the reach of present-day RF-SET perf
mance; however, reliable measurement still requires sig
cant improvement in sensitivity. This makes very importa
the question of ultimate~theoretical! RF-SET sensitivity. The
ultimate RF-SET sensitivity is also a crucial parameter
monitoring quantum dynamics of nanomechani
resonators30–32 ~recently the monitoring accuracy within
factor of 10 from the uncertainty principle has be
achieved33! and for a variety of RF-SET applications as
electrometer in classical single-electron devices.

In spite of significant experimental activity on RF-SET
we are aware of only few theoretical papers on the R
SET’s. The basic theory of the shot-noise limited charge s
sitivity of the RF-SET has been developed in Ref. 34.
similar theory has been applied to the sensitivity analysis
the RF-SET-based micromechanical displacem
detector.35–37 Some theoretical analysis of the transmissio
type RF-SET can be found in Ref. 24. The theory of a som
what related device, the radio-frequency Bloch-transis
has been developed in Ref. 38. In our opinion, the RF-S
definitely requires further theoretical attention, since ma
questions about RF-SET performance have not yet been
swered theoretically.

In this paper we extend the theory of Ref. 34 to the c
of arbitrary Q factor of the tank circuit, removing the as
sumption~strongly violated in the present-day experimen!
of Q being much smaller than the impedance match
value. We calculate the response and sensitivity of
normal-metal RF-SET and optimize these magnitudes
merically over the rf wave amplitude and the SET bac
ground charge. Then we study the dependence of the o
mized RF-SET response and sensitivity on the tankQ factor,
operation temperature, SET resistance, carrier frequency
SET asymmetry due to asymmetric biasing. Some result
this paper have been presented earlier in a short form.39

II. MODEL AND CALCULATION METHODS

The schematic of the RF-SET used in our analysis
shown in Fig. 1. The SET consists of two tunnel junctio
with capacitancesC1 j and C2 j and resistancesR1 and R2.
The SET is coupled via gate capacitanceCg to the measured
charge source~for example, a single-electron box or a simil
structure!, which is characterized by the chargeqS and ca-
pacitancesCS1 and CS2 to the SET leads~the total source
capacitance isCS5CS11CS2). Assuming constantqS ~ne-
glecting back-action from the SET!, it is easy to show tha
the SET coupled to the charge source is equivalent to
simple double-junction SET structure with parameters
19531
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C15C1 j1
CgCS1

Cg1CS
, ~1!

C25C2 j1
CgCS2

Cg1CS
, ~2!

q05q001qS

Cg

Cg1CS
, ~3!

where C1 and C2 are effective junction capacitances~the
total SET island capacitance isCS5C11C2), and the total
induced charge of the SET islandq0 is the sum of the initial
background chargeq00 and the contribution from the mea
sured charge source. For numerical results we have use
‘‘orthodox’’ model1 for a normal-metal SET~see the Appen-
dix!.

A. Linear analysis of the reflected wave

The currentI (t) through the SET affects the quality facto
of the tank circuit consisting of inductanceLT and capaci-
tanceCT , while the contribution to the tank circuit capac
tance is neglected, assumingCT@max@C1j ,C2j ,CS1CS2 /(CS1
1CS2)#. ~This condition is usually well satisfied experime
tally; it also allows us to neglect the effect of single-electr
jumps on the tank circuit oscillations.! The quality factor of
the tank circuit is also affected by the wave impedanceR0 of
the cable. For a simple linear analysis let us substitute
SET by an effective differential resistanceRd . Then, assum-
ing the case of weak damping, we can simply add the c
tributions fromR0 andRd , so that the total~loaded! quality
factor of the tank circuit is

QL5~1/Q11/QSET!
21, ~4!

Q5
ALT /CT

R0
, QSET5

Rd

ALT /CT

, ~5!

where the unloaded quality factorQ corresponds to the ab
sence of the SET,Rd5`, while QSET corresponds to the
damping by the SET only,R050. Notice thatQ is fixed by
the RF-SET design, whileQSET and thereforeQL depend on
the operating conditions; so even thoughQL is a more
physically meaningful quantity thanQ, in this paper we con-
sider unloadedQ as an independent parameter and call it
quality factor.

For the incoming voltage waveV̂inexp(ivt), the reflected
waveaV̂inexp(ivt) is determined by the complex reflectio
coefficienta:

a5
Z2R0

Z1R0
, Z5 ivLT1

1

ivCT11/Rd
. ~6!

Since the measured charge signal changes the SET resis
Rd , the RF-SET response is proportional tod(aV̂in)/dRd .
Using the first-order approximation close to the resonant
quencyv051/ALTCT of the tank circuit,
0-2
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Z'
LT /CT

Rd
12iALT /CT

Dv

v0
, Dv5v2v0 , ~7!

~in particular, this approximation neglects the shift of t
resonant frequency, which is a second-order effect!, it is easy
to get

da

dRd
'

22R0

Rd
2

Q2

S 11
Q2

Rd /R0
D 2

1

~112iQLDv/v0!2
. ~8!

For fixed values ofR0 andRd , this expression increases wit
Q for smallQ, thus showing the need ofQ factor increase to
achieve a better RF-SET response. The maximum is rea
at

Q5ARd /R0, ~9!

which is the case of practically matched impedancesZ
'R0, at frequencies close to resonance, and also co
sponds to the conditionQ5QSET52QL . Notice that in this
case the reflection practically vanishes,a'0.

Actually, Eq.~8! is not really relevant, because the rf am
plitudeVin should depend onQ in order to maintain approxi-
mately constant amplitudeuV̂bu of the SET bias voltage os
cillations, which is determined by the voltage scale of t
Coulomb blockade. Taking into account the relation

V̂in /V̂b5~Z1R0!~ ivCT11/Rd!/2, ~10!

we obtain

da

dRd
UV̂in

V̂b
U' 2R0

Rd
2

Q

11
Q2

Rd /R0

u112iQLDv/v0u

~112iQLDv/v0!2
,

~11!

which is somewhat similar to Eq.~8! and also reaches max
mum at Q5ARd /R0. Notice that this condition optimize
only the RF-SET response, while the shot-noise-limited s
sitivity can ~and as will be seen later does! have completely
different dependence onQ.

B. Full analysis of the reflected wave

The linear analysis discussed above can be used on
an estimate because of the significant nonlinearity of the S
current-voltage (I -V) dependence. For a more accura
analysis34 we use the Kirchhoff’s rules taking into accou
the currentI (t) through the SET. Let us separate the volta
V01v(t) at the end of the rf cable into the dc componentV0
~which can be supplied via the bias-tee8! and rf component
v(t)5Vin(t)1Vout(t), where Vin(t)5Vincosvt is the in-
coming wave~from now on we do not use complex repr
sentation! and Vout(t) is the outgoing reflected wave. Th
differential equation for the rf componentv(t) is

v̈/v0
21 v̇/Qv01v

52~12v2/v0
2!Vincosvt2R0@ I ~ t !2^I &#, ~12!
19531
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where^I & is the current through the SET averaged over ti
much longer thanv21, and the time dependence of the SE
currentI (t) can be found self-consistently from the time d
pendence of the SET bias voltage

Vb~ t !5V01v~ t !1@2Vinv sinvt1 v̇~ t !#Q/v0 . ~13!

In this paper we assume that the rf frequency is small co
pared to the frequency of electron tunneling through the S
v!I /e, so that the SET shot noise is a small contributi
compared to the deterministic part of the SET currentI (t),
which is calculated using dcI -V curve andVb(t) ~actually, it
is still acceptable if this condition is not satisfied durin
some fraction of the period due to Coulomb blockade, sin
the small current does not affect the oscillations sign
cantly!.

In a steady state~assuming that the induced SET char
q0 does not change with time! the reflected wave can onl
contain the incoming frequencyv and its overtones:

Vout~ t !52Vincosvt1 (
n51

`

@Xncosnvt1Ynsinnvt#.

~14!

We separate the term2Vincosvt mainly to follow the nota-
tions of Ref. 34, even though it really makes sense only fo
low-Q case atv'v0, when allXn andYn are small. Using
the substitutionv(t)5(n51

` @Xncosnvt1Ynsinnvt# in Eq.
~12!, we find the coefficientsXn andYn as

Xn5R0Q
nṽan2Q~12n2ṽ2!bn

n2ṽ21Q2~12n2ṽ2!2

1
2Q2~12ṽ2!2

ṽ21Q2~12ṽ2!2
Vind1n , ~15!

Yn52R0Q
nṽbn1Q~12n2ṽ2!an

n2ṽ21Q2~12n2ṽ2!2

1
2Qṽ~12ṽ2!

ṽ21Q2~12ṽ2!2
Vind1n , ~16!

where

an52^I ~ t !sinnvt&, bn52^I ~ t !cosnvt& ~17!

~the averaging is over the oscillation period!, ṽ[v/v0 is the
normalized frequency,d1n is the Kronecker symbol, and th
currentI (t) is calculated self-consistently using the SET b
voltage

Vb~ t !5V012Q
v

v0
Vinsinvt1 (

n51

` F S Xn1
Qnv

v0
YnD

3cosnvt1S Yn2
Qnv

v0
XnD sinnvt G . ~18!

Because of the resonant behavior of the tank circuit
Q@1, the contribution of overtones (n>2) in the reflected
0-3
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signal is always small ifv'v0 ~since the overtones are fa
from resonance!. This can be easily seen from Eqs.~15! and
~16!, especially in the casev5v0, when they are signifi-
cantly simplified:

Xn5R0Q
nan2Q~12n2!bn

n21Q2~12n2!2
, ~19!

Yn52R0Q
nbn1Q~12n2!an

n21Q2~12n2!2
. ~20!

Therefore, a linear~one-frequency! approximation in
which onlyX1 andY1 are taken into account works very we
in this case. In our numerical analysis we used the resu
the linear approximation as a starting point of the iterat
procedure @Vb(t)→(an ,bn)→(Xn ,Yn)→Vb(t)→•••# to
solve self-consistently Eqs.~15!–~18! taking into account
few ~typically 3–5! overtones. We have checked numerica
that the account of overtones typically gives a small corr
tion in the case of a reasonably largeQ factor andv'v0.

Since in the linear approximation the SET bias volta
has only one-frequency component,Vb(t)5V01Absin(vt
1f), for the calculation ofa1 andb1 @see Eq.~17!# the SET
can be simply replaced by the effective resistance

Rd5
pAb

E
0

2p

I ~V01Absinx!sinxdx

, ~21!

whereI (V) is the SET current-voltage dependence.@Notice
that *0

2pI (V01Absinx)cosxdx50, i.e., there is no contribu
tion to the effective reactance.#

Hence, this linear~one-frequency! approximation is com-
pletely equivalent to the case of a resistor instead of the S
considered in the preceding section. The only new condi
is a self-consistent relation between the effective resista
Rd and the amplitudeAb of the SET bias voltage. The am
plitude Ab ~which depends onRd) can be calculated eithe
using Eq.~10! in which Ab5uV̂bu or using Eq.~18!, which
gives

Ab5A@Qṽ~2Vin2X1!1Y1#21~X11QṽY1!2, ~22!

while the componentsX1 andY1 are given by equations

X15
2Q2

Q21R̃

ṽ21~12ṽ2!R̃
11~12ṽ2!R̃

Q21R̃

ṽ21
Q2@11~12ṽ2!R̃#2

~Q21R̃!2

Vin , ~23!

Y15
2ṽQ

Q21R̃

2
Q2@11~12ṽ2!R̃#

Q21R̃
1~12ṽ2!R̃

ṽ21
Q2@11~12ṽ2!R̃#2

~Q21R̃!2

Vin ,

~24!
19531
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where R̃[Rd /R0@1 ~these equations can obviously be r
written in a shorter way; however, they become less tra
parent to analyze!.

Equations~23! and ~24! significantly simplify in the case
v5v0:

X15
2Q2~Q21R̃!

~Q21R̃!21Q2
Vin , ~25!

Y15
22Q3

~Q21R̃!21Q2
Vin , ~26!

from which it is clear thatuY1 /X1u!1 for Q@1, and there-
fore

Vb~ t !'V01
2QR̃Vin

Q21R̃
sinvt5V012QLVinsinvt. ~27!

C. Response and noise-limited sensitivity

So far we have implicitly assumed that the SET curre
I (t) depends on time only because of the periodic time
pendence of the SET bias voltageVb(t). However,I (t) has
also a small noise component, the magnitude of which
pends on the bias voltage and therefore also has a per
time dependence. The shot noise of the SET current lead
the fluctuations of the parametersan andbn defined by Eq.
~17! and consequently to the fluctuations of the reflec
wave quadrature amplitudes~‘‘quadratures’’! Xn and Yn .
Since the noise ofXn andYn can be meaningfully discusse
only at frequencies less thanv/QL , which is much less than
the typical frequencyI /e of electron tunneling in the SET, i
is sufficient to consider the low-frequency limit of the SE
shot noise.

The low-frequency spectral densities ofan and bn and
their mutual spectral density can be calculated as

San54^SI~ t !sin2nvt&, Sbn54^SI~ t !cos2nvt&, ~28!

San,bn52^SI~ t !sin2nvt&, ~29!

where the averaging is over the oscillation period,SI(t) is
the low- ~zero-! frequency spectral density of the SET cu
rent ~see the Appendix!, and the time dependence com
from the oscillating bias voltageVb(t). Consequently, the
low-frequency spectral densities ofXn and Yn fluctuations
and their mutual spectral density are

SXn5cn
2^SI~ t !sin2nvt&1dn

2^SI~ t !cos2nvt&

2cndn^SI~ t !sin 2nvt&, ~30!

SYn5dn
2^SI~ t !sin2nvt&1cn

2^SI~ t !cos2nvt&

1cndn^SI~ t !sin 2nvt&, ~31!

SXn,Yn5cndn^SI~ t !cos 2nvt&1 1
2 ~dn

22cn
2!^SI~ t !sin 2nvt&,

~32!

where
0-4
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cn5
2R0Qnṽ

n2ṽ21Q2~12n2ṽ2!2
, ~33!

dn5
2R0Q2~12n2ṽ2!

n2ṽ21Q2~12n2ṽ2!2
. ~34!

Notice much simpler equations forSX1
and SY1

in the case

v5v0:

SX1
54R0

2Q2^SI~ t !sin2vt&, ~35!

SY1
54R0

2Q2^SI~ t !cos2vt&. ~36!

The change of the measured chargeqS can in principle be
monitored via the change of any quadratureXn or Yn . The
correspondingresponsescan be defined as the derivative
dXn /dqS or dYn /dqS , while the correspondingsensitivities
~minimal detectable chargedqS for a small measuremen
bandwidthD f ) are

dqS,Xn5
ASXnD f

udXn /dqSu
, dqS,Yn5

ASYnD f

udYn /dqSu
. ~37!

Numerical calculations show that in the usual casev
'v0 thus defined RF-SET sensitivity for overtones (n>2)
can be comparable to the sensitivity using the carrier
quency (n51). However, because of relatively small amp
tude of reflected overtones in this case, their monitoring
impractical, and so we mainly consider monitoring ofX1 and
Y1 which are referred below asX andY.

Monitoring both quadraturesX andY simultaneously, one
can improve the sensitivity compared with monitoring
only one quadrature. It is easy to show that the result
sensitivity can be obtained as the optimization over anglw
of the sensitivity corresponding to monitoring the line
combination X* 5X cosw1Ysinw ~experimentally, this is
just a phase shift in the homodyne detector; notice that
contribution 2Vincosvt is noiseless by assumption!. The
optimum sensitivity is achieved at tanw5(SXdY/dqS
2SXYdX/dqS)/(SYdX/dqS2SXYdY/dqS) and the resulting
sensitivity is

dqS,X*

AD f
5F SXSY2SXY

2

SYS dX

dqS
D 2

1SXS dY

dqS
D 2

22SXY

dX

dqS

dY

dqS

G 1/2

,

~38!

which can be rewritten as34

dqS,X*

AD f
5F 12K2

~dqS,X!221~dqS,Y!2222K/dqS,XdqS,Y
G 1/2

,

~39!

whereK[SXY /ASXSY sgn@(dX/dqS)(dY/dqS)# is the noise
correlation factor@SXY is a real magnitude because we co
sider only low-frequency sensitivity; for finite frequencySXY
in Eq. ~38! would be replaced by ReSXY]. Notice that the
response optimization forX* monitoring is achieved at dif-
19531
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ferent phase shift tanw5(dY/dqS)/(dX/dqS) that leads to
the responsedX* /dqS5@(dX/dqS)21(dY/dqS)2#1/2.

Let us also consider the case when the reflected wav
monitored by simple rectification. Assuming for simplicit
the monitoring of only the first harmonic amplitudeA1
5@(X2Vin)21Y2#1/2 ~overtones are filtered out!, the RF-
SET sensitivity can be calculated as

dqS,A1

AD f
5

@~X2Vin!2SX1Y2SY12~X2Vin!YSXY#1/2

u~X2Vin!dX/dqS1YdY/dqSu
~40!

while the response is obviously dA1 /dqS5@(X
2Vin)dX/dqS1YdY/dqS#/A1. The formulas for monitoring
of nth overtone are similar, except thatVin does not contrib-
ute to the amplitudeAn .

In the casev5v0, which is of the most practical impor
tance, the magnitude ofY is small in comparison withX for
Q@1 @see Eqs.~25! and ~26!#, and the correlation factorK
also vanishes@becaused150 and the SET bias voltage con
tains mostly the sine component—see Eq.~27!#. Then Eq.
~39! for the best homodyne detection practically coincid
with Eq. ~40! for rectification and reduces to the sensitivi
dqS,X /AD f 5ASX/(dX/dqS) for monitoring ofX quadrature
only ~similarly, the formulas for response also practica
coincide!. Because of that, the numerical results for RF-S
response and sensitivity in the casev5v0 will assume
monitoring ofX quadrature.

Since the increments of the measured chargeqS and the
effective SET chargeq0 are related by a constant factor,

dqS5dq0~11CS /Cg!, ~41!

the RF-SET response and sensitivity in respect toqS and in
respect toq0 differ by the factor 11CS /Cg . All our numeri-
cal results will be in terms ofq0 measurement, so forX
monitoring we will use the derivativedX/dq0 as a measure
of the RF-SET response and the magnitude

dq0

AD f
5

ASX

udX/dq0u
~42!

as a measure of the sensitivity.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have studied numerically the dependence of the
SET response and sensitivity on various parameters, w
include ‘‘fixed’’ parameters~which cannot be easily change
in an experiment! and the parameters of the operatin
point. The fixed parameters are the following: effecti
junction capacitances of the SET,C1 and C2 ~we assume
C15C2 unless mentioned otherwise!, resistancesR1 and
R2 ~we always assumeR15R2), temperatureT, cable wave
impedanceR0 ~we always assumeR0550V), the tank cir-
cuit frequency v051/ALTCT, and the quality factor,Q
5ALT /CT/R0. The operating point parameters are the effe
tive SET background chargeq0, dc bias voltageV0, ampli-
tudeVin of the incident wave, and its frequencyv ~in most
cases we assumev5v0).
0-5
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We use the SET parameters for normalization, so tha
natural unit for temperature ise2/CS ~where CS5C1
1C2), the voltage unit ise/CS , the RF-SET respons
dX/dq0 ~or dY/dq0) can be measured in units 1/CS , and the
unit for sensitivitydq0 /AD f is e(RSCS)1/2 ~whereRS5R1
1R2). Notice that all considered magnitudes have a sim
scaling withCS ~if the temperature scales accordingly!; how-
ever, there is no simple scaling withRS because of the di-
mensionless parameterRS /R0.

A. Operating point optimization

Figure 2~a! shows the RF-SET responsedX/dq0 on the
plane of operating point parametersq0 andVin for the case
Q550, RS /R052000 ~i.e., RS5100 kV), V050, v5v0,
and T50.01e2/CS ~the SET is symmetric,C15C2 , R1
5R2). Figure 2~c! is similar, exceptV050.5e2/CS . We do
not show dY/dq0 because it is practically vanishing. Be
cause of the same reason, the sensitivitydq0 /AD f shown in
Figs. 2~b! and 2~d! is calculated using only quadratureX.

Both the response and sensitivity are obviously poor w
the amplitude of oscillations at the SET is below the Co
lomb blockade thresholdVt @this happens atVin,Vt/2Q
where Vt5(e/CS)(122q0 /e), and corresponds to the tr

FIG. 2. Contour plots of~a,c! the RF-SET responsedX/dq0 ~in
units CS

21) and ~b,d! the noise-limited sensitivitydq0 /AD f ~in
unitseARSCS) on the plane of the SET background chargeq0 and
the amplitude Vin of incoming rf wave for Q550, T
50.01e2/CS , RS /R052000, andv5v0 . V050 for panels~a! and
~b!, andV050.5e2/CS for panels~c! and ~d!.
19531
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angles in the lower left corners of Figs. 2~a!–2~d!#, and they
are also poor whenVin is much larger than this condition
~notice that better response corresponds to largerdX/dq0,
while better sensitivity corresponds to smallerdq0). Even
though the regions of relatively good response and sens
ity are similar, the maximum response and optimum sen
tivity are achieved at quite different points in theVin-q0

plane. In particular, the amplitudeVin of the incoming wave
is significantly larger for maximum response than for b
sensitivity.

In the present-day experiments, maximization of the
sponse@Figs. 2~a! and 2~c!# is still of the major importance,
because the noise from the next amplifying stage is still s
nificant@if a large constant noise had been added toSX in Eq.
~42!, then the sensitivity would be mainly determined by t
denominatordX/dq0]. However, if the amplifier noise is
small compared to the contribution from the SET shot noi
then the best operating point should optimize the shot-no
limited sensitivity@Figs. 2~b! and 2~d!#. In the case of com-
parable contributions from two noises, we have a trade
between two regimes. In this paper we will concentrate
the analysis of the maximum response~MR! mode and opti-
mized sensitivity~OS! mode, keeping in mind that exper
mentally optimal regime is somewhere in between, depe
ing on the amplifier noise.

Figure 3 shows dependence of the responsedX/dq0 and
sensitivity dq0 /AD f on the dc bias voltageV0 in the MR
and OS modes~optimizations are overVin andq0). Several
curves on each plot are for differentQ factors,Q510, 30,
50, 70, and 90, while other parameters are similar to
parameters of Fig. 2. One can see that the best respon
both MR and OS regimes as well as the best sensitivity in
OS mode are achieved atV050. This is because both pos
tive and negative branches of the symmetric SETI -V curve
~see Fig. 10 in the Appendix! contribute equally atV050,
and therefore the signal is maximal.

In the MR mode atV050 the optimum background
charge@see Fig. 2~a!# is aboutq0'0.15e ~so the Coulomb
blockade thresholdVt is about 0.7e/CS) while the optimum
amplitude Ab of the SET biasVb oscillations is about
1.1e/CS ~these numbers have only weak dependence onQ,
while the optimumVin obviously depends onQ quite signifi-
cantly!. WhenV0 starts to increase, it becomes advantage
to increaseq0 ~so Vt decreases! while Ab stays approxi-
mately constant, so that both positive and negative branc
of the SETI -V still contribute both to the response. How
ever, since these branches cannot contribute in the opt
way, the response decreases withV0 @see Fig. 3~a!#. For large
enoughV0 it becomes preferable to use only one~positive!
branch@this regime corresponds to the lower maximum
Fig. 2~c!, while the upper maximum corresponds to the tw
branch regime#; then the optimal wave amplitude drops
Ab.0.2e/CS and the optimalq0 corresponds toVt slightly
aboveV0 ~by about 0.03e/CS). This change causes the kink
on the response curves in Fig. 3~a! and jumps down on the
sensitivity curves in Fig. 3~c!. Notice that in the MR mode
the sensitivity atV0.0.5e/CS is better than atV050.
0-6
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In the OS regime the optimal amplitude is significan
less than in the MR regime. It depends mainly on tempe
ture, and for parameters of Fig. 3 the OS amplitudeAb at the
SET is typically between 0.08 and 0.1 in units ofe/CS . The
‘‘above blockade’’ voltageV01Ab2Vt is few times smaller
thanAb and is comparable to the temperature. The best s
sitivity is achieved atV050 when both branches participat
while at large enoughV0 when it becomes preferable to us
only one branch, both sensitivity and response practically
not depend onV0 @see Figs. 3~b! and 3~d!#.

In both MR and OS modes the RF-SET performance
comes significantly worse whenV0 approachese/CS . This
is becauseVt can no longer be slightly aboveV0, and so the
optimized operating points move to new positions cor
sponding toVt,V0, which leads to the decrease of respon
@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. Noise-limited sensitivity worsens eve
more significantly@Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!#, because it is affected
by both decrease of the response and increase of the
noise due to increased current. The RF-SET performance
proves somewhat whenV0 exceedse/CS ~not shown in Fig.
3! and then worsens again with further increase ofV0.

B. Dependence onQ factor

The dependence onQ factor is summarized in Fig. 4

FIG. 3. Dependence of~a,b! the RF-SET responsedX/dq0 and
~c,d! sensitivity dq0 /AD f on the dc bias voltageV0 for several
values of the tank circuitQ factor. Vin and q0 are optimized for
either maximum response@MR mode, panels~a! and~c!# or optimal
sensitivity @OS mode, panels~b! and ~d!#, while other parameters
areT50.01e2/CS , RS /R052000, andv5v0.
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which shows the response and sensitivity in the MR and
modes forT50.01e2/CS , RS /R052000, andv5v0. The
results are presented forV050 ~thick lines!, which provides
the best MR and OS response and best OS sensitivity,
also for V050.5e/CS ~thin lines!, which is a typical value
for the case when only one branch of the SETI -V is in-
volved. One can see that the responsedX/dq0 grows linearly
with Q at smallQ @see Eq.~11!# and reaches the maximum a
Q around 50~this number is somewhat different for differen
regimes; for example it is almost 70 for the thin solid line!,
which is close to the crude theoretical estimateARS /R0
.45 for the impedance matching. However, unlike in t
linear model, this maximum does not correspond to the ex
impedance matching. For example, the impedance matc
~minimum of reflection! occurs atQ.100 for the upper
curve in Fig. 4~a! and atQ.80 for the curve second from
the top, while for two lower curves~OS mode! it does not
occur at all in a reasonable range ofQ.

In contrast to the response behavior,the RF-SET sensitiv
ity monotonically worsens with increase of Q. Qualitatively,
this happens because the noiseSX hasQ2 scaling @see Eq.
~35!#, while the responsedX/dq0 has slower thanQ depen-
dence@see Eq.~11!#. This simple analysis predicts the par
bolic dependencedq0}11Q2/(Rd /R0), which crudely fits
the curves in Fig. 4~b! usingRd /R0 about 1.5–3 times large

FIG. 4. ~a! RF-SET response and~b! sensitivity as functions of
the Q factor in the maximum response and optimal sensitiv
modes.T50.01e2/CS , RS /R052000, andv5v0. Notice mono-
tonic worsening of the sensitivity withQ. The horizontal dotted
lines in ~b! show the low-Q low-T results~Ref. 34! corresponding
to Eqs.~43! and ~44!.
0-7
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than RS /R0, though the curves in Fig. 4~b! actually have
slower than parabolic dependences at largeQ.

Comparing the MR and OS modes atQ530 ~we choose
some typical number! andV050, we see that the MR regim
provides about 40% larger response, while the OS reg
provides about twice better sensitivity. Even though th
numbers depend significantly on the temperature and
depend onQ andRS /R0, they show that the results for th
MR and OS regimes are not too much different~not by an
order of magnitude!.

Comparison of the casesV050 andV050.5e/CS shows
that for the MR and OS responses as well as for the
sensitivity there is no much difference between these
cases, and the relative difference decreases withQ. In con-
trast, the difference between MR sensitivity atV050 and at
V050.5e/CS grows withQ and can become significant.

The low-Q limit of the OS sensitivity forV050 is well
described by the formula34 ~which also assumesT!e2/CS)

dq0 /AD f .2.65e~RSCS!1/2~TCS /e2!1/2 ~43!

@we do not use a shorter formula 2.65CS(RST)1/2 to empha-
size natural normalizations#, and similar limit for V0
50.5e/CS ~one-branch case! is close to34

dq0 /AD f .3.34e~RSCS!1/2~TCS /e2!1/2 ~44!

@see Fig. 4~b!#. However, the theory of Ref. 34 which as
sumesQ!ARS /R0 is not able to describe significant chan
of the sensitivity withQ in Fig. 4~b!. One can see that thi
dependence is even more significant in the MR mode.

C. Dependence on temperature and SET resistance

The numerical results on temperature dependence
shown in Fig. 5 forRS /R052000 andv5v0. Similar to
Fig. 3 we show on four panels the responsedX/dq0 and
corresponding sensitivity in the MR and OS modes~the op-
timal dc bias valueV050 is used!. It is important to notice
that in the MR mode both response and sensitivity almos
not depend on temperature atT,0.03e2/CS , and the RF-
SET performance is still reasonably good at temperatu
;0.1e2/CS ~response and sensitivity change less than tw
compared to zero-temperature case!. In the OS regime the
response also has a very weak temperature dependen
T,0.05e2/CS ; however, the sensitivity is strongly temper
ture dependent. The low-Q OS sensitivity can be accurate
described by Eq.~43! up to temperatures;0.05e2/CS @see
the lowest dotted line in Fig. 5~d!#, and the curves for largeQ
factors also follow the scalingdq0 /AD f }T1/2 at tempera-
turesT,0.05e2/CS . In the orthodox theory thisT1/2 depen-
dence is valid even at very small temperatures leading
infinitely good sensitivity (dq0 /AD f→0); however, in real-
ity the neglected contribution of cotunneling processes
comes significant in the OS regime at smallT that changes
the formalism.25,40 Comparing the results for MR and O
modes, we notice that while they are significantly differen
low temperatures, the difference decreases with tempera
so that atT;0.1e2/CS the MR and OS results are alread
quite similar.
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Figure 6 shows the response and sensitivity depende
on the total SET junction resistanceRS for T50.01e2/CS ,
V050, andv5v0 ~we show results only forRS /R0.500,
because atRS,25 kV the theory is too inaccurate due t
neglected cotunneling processes!. In the case34 Q
!ARS /R0 the responsedX/dq0 scales asRS

21 @see Eq.~23!#
and the sensitivitydq0 /AD f scales asRS

1/2 @see Eq. 43#. Cor-
respondingly, the solid lines (Q510) in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!
are practically straight lines passing through the origin, a
in Figs. 6~c! and 6~d! the solid lines are practically horizonta
@the level determined by Eq.~43! is shown in Fig. 6~d! by the
lowest dotted line, which fits well the solid line#. The depen-
dence onRS becomes nontrivial whenRS /R0 is less or com-
parable toQ2. It is interesting to notice that the inverse r
sponse remains a practically linear function ofRS even for
largeQ, as seen in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! ~the slope of the lines
decreases withQ while the offset increases!. In particular,
this means that in the orthodox model the RF-SET respo
continues to increase with the decrease of the SET resist
even when the matching condition is overshot. Decreas
RS close or beyond the matching condition worsens the s
sitivity in comparison with the scalingdq0 /AD f }RS

1/2 @see
Figs. 6~c! and 6~d!#. In the MR mode the sensitivity worsen
with decrease ofRS even in absolute units (e/AHz) when
the matching condition is sufficiently overshot, while in th

FIG. 5. Dependence of~a,b! RF-SET response and~c,d! sensi-
tivity on temperatureT in the MR and OS regimes for severalQ
factors.V050, RS /R052000, andv5v0. Lowest dotted line in
~d! is Eq. ~43!.
0-8
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OS mode the sensitivity still improves with the decrease
RS in absolute units, in spite of worsening compared toRS

1/2

scaling.

D. Effect of asymmetric biasing„C1ÅC2…

Now let us discuss the effect of asymmetric effective
pacitances of the SET junctions,C1ÞC2. Even when the
physical junction capacitances are equal,C1 j5C2 j , the ef-
fective capacitancesC1 andC2 can be significantly differen
when the gate capacitanceCg is comparable to junction ca
pacitances. In our model shown in Fig. 1 this happens du
asymmetry of signal source capacitances,CS1ÞCS2 @see
Eqs.~1! and~2!#; in RF-SET experiments this effect is calle
asymmetric rf biasing of the SET.11 For the conventiona
SET setup, the biasing asymmetry is not important at
because of the formal SET equivalence und
transformation41

C1→C11DC, C2→C22DC, q0→q02VbDC
~45!

for arbitraryDC, which means that the asymmetric biasi
~different C1 andC2) can be simply corrected by the bac
ground charge shift. However, for the RF-SET there is
simple equivalence because the bias voltageVb changes in
time. ~Effective capacitance asymmetry can still be co
trolled by an addition of the extra rf signal to the SET gat!

FIG. 6. ~a,b! Inverse response and~c,d! sensitivity in the MR
and OS regimes as functions of the SET resistanceRS for severalQ
factors atT50.01, V050, andv5v0.
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Therefore it is interesting to find if the asymmetric biasi
(C1ÞC2) is better or worse than the symmetric case (C1
5C2).

Figure 7 shows theV0 dependence of the RF-SET re
sponse and sensitivity in the MR and OS modes for sev
ratios C1 /C2 ~with fixed total capacitanceC11C2). One
can see that in the asymmetric cases the best MR resp
and OS sensitivity are achieved at nonzeroV0 and are typi-
cally better than the corresponding values for the symmet
case. Therefore, theasymmetric biasing is actually prefer
able~that eases the concern about this issue discussed in
11!; however, the advantage is rather minor. In particular,
OS sensitivity in the asymmetric case is still limited by E
~44!; therefore the possible improvement is less than the s
sitivity decline due to highQ factor @see Fig. 4~b!#, and even
less because of the difference between Eqs.~43! and ~44!.

E. Carrier frequency detuning from the resonance

So far we have considered the resonant casev5v0. @Ac-
tually, the exact resonance is at the frequencyv5v0(1
21/2QSET

2 ) which is very close tov0.# In this case the
quadrature amplitudeX is much larger thanY ~at Q@1) and
therefore the RF-SET response and sensitivity in respec

FIG. 7. ~a,b! Dependence of the RF-SET response and~c,d!
sensitivity on the dc bias voltageV0 for several values of the effec
tive asymmetry of the SET capacitances.T50.01e2/CS , Q550,
RS /R052000, and v5v0. Notice that the SET asymmetr
~‘‘asymmetric biasing’’! slightly improves the RF-SET perfor
mance.
0-9
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monitoring ofX quadrature practically coincide with that fo
monitoring the reflected wave amplitudeA ~we denote with
A the amplitudeA1 of the first harmonic! or monitoring the
optimized phase-shifted combinationX* 5X cosw1Ysinw.
The detuning ofv from the resonant frequencyv0 leads to a
significant magnitude ofY quadrature and so to different re
sults for different ways of reflected wave monitoring.

For a small frequency detuningDv5v2v0 the simple
linear analysis using Eq.~11! predicts the nonmonotoni
shape of theX-response frequency dependence with zero
v/v05161/2QL and with the full width at half height
~FWHH! equal to 0.53v0 /QL ; while for the amplitude
monitoring it predicts FWHH ofA3v0 /QL . @Equation~8!
which assumes bothRd andVin being frequency independen
gives the response FWHH equal to (A522)1/2v0 /QL and
v0 /QL for X andA monitoring, respectively#. In reality the
situation is more complex because even neglecting the n
linear contributions, the effective SET resistanceRd ~and
thereforeQL) depends onVb(t) amplitude, which depend
itself on v, Rd , andVin . Moreover, the optimized point in
the Vin-q0 plane is also frequency dependent.

Figure 8 shows the numerical results for the frequen
dependence~in the vicinity of the resonance! of the opti-
mized response and sensitivity. Each panel shows

FIG. 8. Frequency dependence of the~a,b! RF-SET response
and ~c,d! sensitivity in the MR and OS modes. Each panel sho
four curves corresponding to monitoring ofX quadrature~thick
solid line!, Y quadrature~dashed!, their optimized phase-shifted
combinationX* ~thin solid!, and the first harmonic amplitudeA
~dotted!. Q550, T50.01e2/CS , RS /R052000, V050.
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curves, which correspond to monitoring the componentX
~thick solid line!, Y ~dashed!, optimized phase-shifted com
bination X* ~thin solid!, and amplitudeA ~dotted line!. At
each frequency we perform optimizations of the respo
~MR mode! and sensitivity~OS mode! overVin-q0 plane for
all four monitored magnitudes, so the optimizations are d
ferent for different curves. TheQ factor is equal to 50, which
is close to the estimate of the impedance-matching value~see
also Fig. 4!; however, instead of the naively expected val
QL.Q/2525 for the loaded quality factor, it isQL540 in
the MR mode sinceQSET5199 ~these values are calculate
at v5v0 using effective SET resistance!. The shape of the
X-response dependence in panel~a! is close to the prediction
of Eq. ~11! usingQL540, though the minima do not reac
zero and the curve beyond the minima is shifted up. The M
Y-response is practically zero atv5v0 ~sinceY vanishes!;
however, it becomes comparable to the resonantX-response
at some frequency detuning; the overall shape is close to
prediction of Eq.~11!, but the maxima are about 15% highe
The MR A-response curve is about 50% wider than the p
diction of the linear theory~usingQL540) and is very close
to the curve for monitoring optimal phase-shifted quadrat
X* . As expected, theA andX* -responses are better thanX
and Y-responses at finite detuning~for both MR and OS
modes!.

The sensitivity~both OS and MR! for X* or A monitoring
at finite detuning is also better than forX or Y monitoring. An
interesting observation is that while the RF-SET respo
decreases with detuning, the sensitivity slightly improv
with detuning forX* andA monitoring. This effect is similar
to the sensitivity improvement with the decrease ofQ factor
~see Fig. 4!.

F. Monitoring of resonant overtone

In experiments the incoming rf wave is usually tun
close to the resonance with the tank circuit; in this case
contribution of overtones in the reflected rf wave is small
spite of significant SETI -V nonlinearity~the SET nonlinear-
ity has been recently used42 for rf mixing!. However, if the
nth overtone is in resonance,v'v0 /n, then the reflected
wave may have a significant contribution from this overton
and the RF-SET operation can be based on monitoring
overtone.39 The use of different frequencies for the incide
and reflected waves may be advantageous for some app
tions. Also, it may be useful to have the absence of the mo
tored reflected wave when the SET is off~no current!, while
in the conventional regime this case corresponds to the l
est reflected power. One more possible advantage is so
what easier control of the amplitude of the SET bias volta
oscillations, since now it is more directly related to the in
dent amplitudeVin , while in the usual regime the relatio
depends onQL @see Eq.~27!# which varies with operating
point. ~The disadvantage is that the incident amplitudeVin
should be much larger than in the usual regime, which m
lead to the heating problems.!

Figure 9 shows the RF-SET response and sensitivity
v5v0/2 andv5v0/3, in respect to monitoringY2 andY3
correspondingly~the X quadratures are small!. We useV0

s
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50 in the casev5v0/3 and V050.5e/CS in the casev
5v0/2 @for V050 there is no second overtone because of
I -V curve symmetry even at nonzeroq0—see Fig. 10~a! and
Eq. ~17!#. As seen from Fig. 9, the MR responses and
sensitivities in the two cases~second and third resonant ove
tones! are quite similar, which is related to a strong nonli
earity of the SETI -V curve. Moreover, comparing Figs.
and 9~the parameters are the same! we see that the RF-SET
performance in the regime of a resonant overtone is com
rable to the performance in the conventional regimev5v0
~the MR response and OS sensitivity are worse by only ab
1.5 times!. Combined with the advantages discussed abo
this makes the regime of resonant overtone potentially us
in experiments.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have developed the formalism for
calculation of the response and shot-noise-limited sensiti
of the normal-metal RF-SET, extending the theory of Ref.
to the case of arbitrary largeQ factor of the tank circuit and
arbitrary frequency of the incident rf wave. The formalis
has been used to analyze numerically the dependence o
RF-SET response and sensitivity on the operation par
eters.

We have mainly studied two operation modes, optimiz
over the rf wave amplitude and the SET background cha
to reach either maximum response~MR mode! or optimum

FIG. 9. ~a! RF-SET response and~b! sensitivity in the regimes
when the second or third overtone of the incident rf wave is
resonance with the tank circuit.T50.01e2/CS , RS /R052000;
V050.5e/CS for v5v0/2 andV050 for v5v0/3.
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sensitivity ~OS mode!. The rf amplitude for the optimum
sensitivity is typically significantly smaller than for max
mum response. The MR mode is the best experimental
gime when the preamplifier noise is much larger than
contribution from the SET noise, while the OS mode is t
best when the preamplifier noise is negligible. Analyzing t
performance dependence on the SET dc bias voltage,
have found that the best response and sensitivity
achieved at zero dc bias, though finite biasing does
change the RF-SET performance much as long as it is wi
the Coulomb blockade range.

We have found that the dependence of the RF-SET
sponse on the unloadedQ factor of the tank circuit has a
maximum atQ comparable to the simple impedance matc
ing estimateARS /R0. In contrast, the RF-SET sensitivit
monotonically worsens with increase ofQ; the dependence is
approximately parabolic and the sensitivity can worsen b
few times~compared to the low-Q case! if Q is chosen too
large. This means that to improve the sensitivity in an e
periment, it is better to ‘‘undershoot’’ theQ factor compared
to the impedance matching case than to ‘‘overshoot’’ it.

Studying the temperature dependence we have found
the RF-SET response saturates approximately at temp
tures T,0.03e2/CS , which translates into 200 mK for a
typical capacitance valueCS5300 aF. The optimized sens
tivity continues to improve asT1/2 at lower temperatures un
til it reaches the quantum limitation due to cotunneling.25,40

The orthodox RF-SET performance improves with decre
of the SET resistance; however, for highQ factors the de-
pendence is significantly slower than the low-Q scalingRS

21

for the response andRS
1/2 for the sensitivity.

We have analyzed the effect of the asymmetric rf bias
of the SET which leads to unequal effective capacitance
the SET and found that such asymmetry does not worsen
RF-SET performance~even slightly improves it!. This an-
swers the concern about asymmetric rf biasing raised in R
11.

We have analyzed the effect of the carrier frequency
tuning from the resonance and found that the decrease o
RF-SET response with detuning can crudely be described
the simple linear theory~though difference in linewidth can
reach 50%!; however, the estimate of the loaded quality fa
tor determining the linewidth is not simple since it signi
cantly depends on the operating point. Even with the f
quency detuning, the RF-SET performance for monitor
the reflected wave amplitude~by rectification! is found to be
very similar to the case of optimal homodyne detection~one-
channel mixing with the optimal phase!. It is important that
the mixing phase which optimizes sensitivity can be differe
from the phase which optimizes response. Unexpectedly
contrast to the decrease of response with detuning, the o
mized sensitivity slightly improves with detuning.

We have also analyzed the operation regime for which
overtone of the incident rf wave is in resonance with the ta
circuit, and found that the RF-SET performance in this
gime is comparable to the performance in the conventio
regime. Taking into account an advantage of the freque
separation between the incident and monitored waves,
0-11
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operation mode may be experimentally useful. The theor
cal proposal of the resonant overtone regime39 has been re-
cently realized experimentally in the group of Keith Schwa
Experimental RF-SET sensitivities using the second
third resonant overtones have been found practically coin
ing with the sensitivity in the conventional regime.43

Now let us compare our theoretical results for the RF-S
sensitivity with the experimental value of 9me/AHz from
Ref. 12 for the normal-metal case~the sensitivity of the su-
perconducting RF-SET was significantly bette
3.2 me/AHz). Using the experimental parametersCS

5267 aF, RS543 kV, assuming the temperatureT
570 mK, and using Fig. 6, we get the MR sensitivity
3.2 me/AHz for Q530 and 5.8me/AHz for Q550, while
the OS sensitivities are 1.3me/AHz for Q530 and
1.9 me/AHz for Q550 @notice that all these numbers a
significantly higher than the low-Q OS estimate 0.9me/AHz
using Eq.~43!#. Unfortunately, it is not possible to extract th
unloadedQ factor value from Ref. 12; however, it seems
be between 30 and 50. It is also not known if the RF-S
operating point was closer to the MR or OS mode~we guess
the response was more important!. Nevertheless, we see th
the difference between the theory and experiment is still
nificant. We guess that the difference is mainly due to
preamplifier noise. Some contribution may also come fr
higher effective temperature than we assumed and fro
nonoptimal operating point. Another contribution to the d
ference may come from the, neglected here, effect of co
neling, which limits the sensitivity. However, a roug
estimate25 of this limit dq0 /AD f ;A\CS gives the value of
1 me/AHz, so it is unlikely to be the major reason for th
difference. We hope that the further experimental progr
will bring the RF-SET sensitivity really close to the theore
ical limit.

There are still many theoretical questions about the R
SET performance, not answered in this paper. For exam
as seen from the above estimate, the account of cotunne
and study of the quantum operation of the RF-SET is star
to be important for experiments. The development of
theory for superconducting RF-SET is even more import
since in the majority of experiments with RF-SET’s the s
perconducting state is used. There is still no rigorous the
of the frequency dependence of the RF-SET sensitivity. I
also important to consider the back-action from the RF-S
and to analyze if the RF-SET can in principle be used a
quantum detector with a high quantum efficiency~ideality!.
These problems are planned to be the topics of our fur
studies.
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APPENDIX: CURRENT AND NOISE CALCULATIONS
FOR THE SET

The SET currentI and its low-frequency shot noiseSI
have been calculated using the orthodox theory of sing
electron tunneling,1 assuming that a stationary state of t
SET is achieved at any moment of time~i.e., I /e!v). We
assume the normal-metal case and calculate the tunne
ratesG1,2

6 (m) of electron tunneling to (1) or from (2) the
island through the first or second junction as1

G j
6~m!5

Wj
6~m!

e2Rj@12exp~2Wj
6~m!/T!#

, ~A1!

Wj
6~m!5

e2

CS
F7~21! j

VbC1C2

eCj
2

1

2
7m7

q0

e G , ~A2!

where m is the number of extra electrons on the SET,j
51,2 denotes the junction, andT is the temperature.

The current@Fig. 10~a!# is calculated as

I 5e(
m

@G1
1~m!2G1

2~m!#sst~m!, ~A3!

where the stationary probability distribution of the char
statessst(m) satisfies equations

sst~m!(
j

G j
1~m!5sst~m11!(

j
G j

2~m11! ~A4!

and(msst(m)51.
The low-frequency spectral densitySI of the SET current

@Fig. 10~b!# can be calculated as26

FIG. 10. ~a! I -V curves and~b! voltage dependence of low
frequency shot noiseSI for the symmetric SET atT50.01e2/CS for
several values of the background chargeq0 from 0 to 0.5~in units
of e).
0-12
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SI524e2 (
m,m8

@G1
1~m8!2G1

2~m8!2I /e#~Ĝ21!m8m

3@G1
1~m21!sst~m21!2G1

2~m11!sst~m11!

2~ I /e!sst~m!#12e2(
m

sst~m!@G1
1~m!1G1

2~m!#,

~A5!

whereĜ is the three-diagonal matrix of the SET charge ev
lution, Gkm5( j$dm,k21G j

1(m)1dm,k11G j
2(m)

2dm,k@G j
1(m)1G j

2(m)#%. Notice that Eq.~A5! can be di-
n
b

ot

so

.E

n

.E

d

o

.

P

.I.

n

R
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-

rectly used for the numerical calculations even though

matrix Ĝ is singular and therefore does not have a uniq
inverse. The trick is that Eq.~A5! is constructed in a way tha
the nonuniqueness is not important, and therefore the s
dard algorithm for solving a linear system of equations w
three-diagonal matrix can be readily used.~There is no prob-
lem with the matrix singularity at a finite frequencyvs when

the inverse of the matrixĜ2 ivs1̂ should be calculated.! Ac-
tually, instead of using Eq.~A5!, we have used a somewha
faster algorithm for the calculation ofSI , described in Sec
VII of Ref. 26.
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